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Welcome to the world of Rostock-Essences
Dear reader, you are discovering the world of Rostock-Essences, a remarkable
Austrian product.
With this information we would like to present to you the Rostock-Essences in
order to give you a better understanding of something both old and at the same
time new.
The Rostock-Essences are vibrational essences from Styria - in use throughout
the world. Essences contain information from precious and semi-precious stones,
rocks, minerals, trees, chakras, planets, light masters, medicinal plants, as well as
specific natural events and situations.
The Old, of course, is the stones themselves, but also the use of water as a vibration carrier. The New relates to the specifics of the Rostock-Essences which, by way
of certain properties that we describe in more detail in this brochure, open doors to
completely new therapeutic options (e.g. Imedis).
The Rostock-Essences are called “Medicine of (for) the future” by the Imedis-institute of Moscow.
Obtainable form all Austrian pharmacies (OTC) and since 2015 in Barrie, Ontario,
Canada.

What are Rostock-Essences?
The Rostock-Essences are highly effective, indestructible packets of
healing information that are stored in water. The pure water, enriched
by vibrations, is called the mother tincture. For preservation, brandy is
added - this is available as a concentrate (stock bottle) in stores. The
Rostock-Essences belong to the family of multi-resonance therapies
with low-energy bio-information. This means that their vibrations can
trigger subtle control mechanisms on the material plane (body) and
the subtle planes (soul, mind, Morphogenetic field). They stimulate the
body to heal itself in this manner. The Rostock-Essences are usually
taken orally, pure or diluted or applied as a working mixture (Using a
treatment bottle).
The Rostock-Essences are made of water and alcohol (brandy). The
brandy is used only for conservation.
The pure, vibration-added water is called tincture. It usually is too
strong in the effect in order to be used undiluted. After the brandy is
added to the enriched water the stockbottle is ready for sale.
Different from the very start - The Production of Rostock-Essences
The Rostock-Essences already differ significantly from all previously known essences in the way they are made. From
the beginning, the special abilities of the creator herself are crucial to
1) Significantly increase the capacity of the water to store vibrations,
2) Multiply the energies of the individual information providers,
3) Match the individual components, to combine and perform programming for individual requirements, and 4) Program
special framework conditions.
All this has also been scientifically proven through the years. Information providers are stones, trees, medicinal plants,
chemical elements, but also special situations or energetic states.
As a result of this type of production, the essences are much more „dense“ in their vibrations. Due to their special programming, for the first time cells can absorb the effect of the essences directly - and not, as we are used to from other
essences and homeopathy, through the sequence of life energy -> Spirit -> Soul -> Body.
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Symptom and origin – the two poles of a problem – can be treated in one process
For the determination as to which essence should be taken, there
are two methods that can also be combined with each other:
1) symptom treatment: Take the essences that best reflect the
current situation / problem. Connected problems can be included
(12 essences can be combined!- read more on treatment bottle)
2) cause treatment: Here the test capabilities of bioresonance
therapy, kinesiology or rod / pendulum come into use. With these
options you can try out specifically what essences the body needs
to solve the problem. If you choose the essences in this way, you
will often find the cause of the problem a lot faster.

How and where do I get the Rostock-Essences?
If you are interested in Rostock-Essences you can order them directly via our online-shop or contact us by phone, fax
or email. We deliver worldwide! A new centre has been opened in Canada 2015 (Barrie, Ontario)
Via internet – www.Rostock-Essenzen.com: Our online-shop does not only give you the possibility to order with us,
direct and fast, but you find elaborate DESCRIPTIONS of ALL PRODUCTS there. The latest news about new products or occasions, background information about the company, course catalogue, detailed information about all our
products and much more.
Orders are possible from the entire European area, the payment takes place via COD or remittance. Provided the
customs conditions allow it, we send world-wide.
In Austria: obtainable from all pharmacies
Via www.amazon.de
Rostock - Essences
Literature:
“Enjoy Your Life in Health and Happiness”- Rostock-Essences,
guideposts into a New Age; extended version.
Book 1 ISBN: 978-3-9504034-1-1 English
Book 2 ISBN: 978-3-9504034-5-9 English
Book 3 ISBN: 978-3-9504034-7-3 English
Ebook ISBN: 978-3-9504034-8-0 English (all 3 books in one edition!)
mobi, epub, pdf, azw
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English Version of the books will be available in summer / autum 2015.
Detailled description of every single essence and product. But there is
more: Background information about modern circumstances concerning energetic healing, explanations of general
terms as well as a few consequences that we have to face during the evolution that mankind is going through now.
Basic information about what essences are, how they can be used and help, what charactaristics they need to have
in a time where technical loads can delete almost all vibrational information.

Indestructible information – tested, measured, proven (MIPESTM)
On our products you will find the abbreviation MIPES: “Mentally intensified and energetically sealed”.
All products of the Solid Sol Company (Rostock-Essences, badges, pendents, etc.), are energized by Mrs. Wohlgemuth
this way. Our vibration carriers (water, metal, other material) keep their respective energy permanently maintained and
cannot be changed or deleted under the influence of electromagnetic, geopathic or other interference. The information
cannot be influenced or destroyed by external action – it is sealed. This is probably the most important feature of the
Rostock-Essences, since this property opens up a variety of new uses that were previously closed to subtle or frequency preparations. All has been tested and proven since the beginning of Rostock-Essences (1994).
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Particularities of the Rostock-Essences
• The biggest difference to conventional essences can be found in the multilayer basic structure of the Rostock Essences. (See production). Thus, for the first time (also mental) special conditions are deliberately set and anchored
in the essence. They serve the optimization of the individual essences and ensure optimal absorption and effect that
continuously adapts automatically to the individual needs of the living being.
• Sealing: The energetic seal (mental work) results in all Rostockproducts (essences, badges, pendents etc.) being 100% impervious, even under extreme loads to, for example, electricity or
magnetic fields, cell phones, cell phone towers, X-rays, electromagnetic fields. The Rostock-Essences are therefore, to the best
of our knowledge, the first and only essences which can easily
maintain and unleash their energy in a contaminated environment.
For this reason, Rostock-Essences are particularly well suited to
our times, because they are stable when confronted with changing
interference fields and thereby provide permanent compensation
and support, for example in open-plan offices, intensive care units,
hi-tech living rooms, etc.
• High vibration density: Due to the energetic changes of the water and the vibrations of the information suppliers,
Rostock-Essences are of exceptionally high vibrational density so that the energies can be absorbed simultaneously
at all levels thereby making them exceptionally fast-acting.
• Availability: Some raw materials (rocks, trees, medicinal plants) are not readily available or in a price category that
would be affordable... In the form of an essence however, it is possible to work with the respective information carriers
at a moderate price.
• Purity of vibrations: In the essences we find the so-called pure form of the starting material. If this is, for example,
a stone, you will find no energy losses caused by the excavation, transportation, etc. of the materials which might
otherwise occur.
• Neutrality: Rostock-Essences are free of interests, intentions, expectations or the desire to manipulate and there are
therefore no links to the producer.
• Decoupled from human judgment, they are a special form of an abstract, neutral library, with which living beings can
go into resonance when they need information in this library.
• The 12 chakra essences are also a specialty. First there are the well-known 7 major chakras and secondly the 5 new
major chakras located in the head and whose subjects are timely psychic abilities.
• Easy to use: Different groups of essences have also been combined. There are the finished mixtures that anyone
can use for self-application for the wide range of energetic and spiritual work and therapies such as, for example, the
Chakras (C) and Light Master (LM) essences.
• Unlimited combination options: The Rostock-Essences can be used for any classical and alternative therapies of any
kind. Medical research and experience over decades show better efficacy and tolerability of conventional therapies
(drugs, applications, etc.) while using the Rostock-Essences.
• Tamper proof: Of course there are manufacturers of products that use the same terms as the properties of RostockEssences (e.g. sealing). But decades of research and publications of results at conferences worldwide show that
these properties are in fact only to be found where Wohlgemuth Nicola has worked.
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Pharmacies, doctors, therapists, consultants
Since 1998 Rostock-Essences can be bought in all pharmacies in Austria. If not
stored it can of course be ordered. World-wide, many doctors, health institutes
and therapists work successfully with the Rostock-Essences. Since 2004 users
like scientists and doctors present their research results and work successes at
expert conferences to demonstrate that the “medicine of the future” has already
become the “medicine of today”.
Depending on the many different areas of operation, whether as a doctor, manager, CEO,
breeder, florist, hairdresser, head of school,
optometrist, naturopath, etc., individual combination can be offered “in seconds”. Established
sets are available and if not satisfying for a special concern there will be one put together.

Contact us, we are happy to help you !

Legal classification
Rostock-Essences are not medicines in keeping with medicinal products law and we therefore make
no claims as to cures. Some essence such as, for example, Diabetes, broken bones etc., do not mean
that these diseases or ailments can be cured by the use of the specific essence, but only the category
for which this essence was created and intended to support. On the basis of our long-term observations
however, we can confirm that these essences provide very strong energetic assistance. The Rostock
Essences should be understood as complementary medical support (i.e. in addition to standard medicine) and not as a complete substitute! They are not to be qualified as common food either.
For legal reasons, we must point out that the manufacturer and distributor assume no liability whatsoever for any harm or damage as a result of practical implementation. Neither may the manufacturer and
distributor be held responsible or liable for any loss or damage that anyone, directly or indirectly, may
suffer from the information contained in this brochure.
Informing your doctor about taking Rostock-Essences is acceptable and desirable. In acute, severe or
life-threatening diseases visiting a physician is essential and should not be delayed by anything. The
work done with the Rostock-Essences does not substitute for a doctor visit.
Any use of the Rostock-Essences only serves the treatment and care of everyday complaints, as well
as providing additional support to conventional medical therapies.
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The world of Rostock-Essences (list)
To make it easier for you, the essences are listed in groups. Of course each essence and product can be ordered
separately, as well as the different groups or special sets.
MIXTURES
M 1 Cell Recovery
M 2 Women’s Blend
M 3 Learning 1 (School)
M 4 Peace & Calm
M 5 Light & Clarity
M 6 Balance 1
M 7 Rescue
M 8 Flu & Cold
M 9 Self Containment
M 10 Pregnancy, Birth, Desire for Child
M 11 Against Foreign Energies, Energ. Attacks
M 12 Learning 2 (New Situations / Life)
M 13 Clearing of Toxins (Body, Structural)
M 14 Roba (Addictions; all sort of Withdrawal Symptoms, Bad Habits & Basic Changes)
M 15 Weight Balance
M 16 Self Confidence
M 17 Trust in God
M 18 Headache & Migraine
M 19 Heart & Blood circulation
M 20 Earthing & Stability
All essences are avilable
M 21 Sexuality Problems
M 22 Anger, Rage
10ml (stockbottle)
M 23 Atlantis
M 24 Total Balance 1 + Brilliant
and
M 25 Total Balance 2 + Chrysocolla, Rock crystal
M 26 Animals
2ml (vial)
M 27 Marriage & Relationships
M 28 Full Moon
M 29 Clearing (energetically)
M 30 Protection (non-specific)
M 31 Lunar Eclipse
M 32 Hay Fever
M 33 Bone Fractures, Bone Cells
M 34 Wounds & Scars
M 35 Athletic Injury
M 36 Men’s Blend
M 37 Diabetes
M 38 Immune System Strengthening
M 39 Exams & Test Anxiety
M 40 Plants
M 41 Fears & Doubts
M 42 Joy
M 43 Allergy / Skin
M 44 Allergy / Respiratory System
M 45 Osteoporosis
M 46 Sun blend (Improved UV-Assimilation)
M 47 Cerebral Balance (Improvement, Upgrade)
M 48 Depression
M 49 Hair Problems
M 50 Path of Light

in
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SPECIAL MIXTURES
SOM 1 Bridges
SOM 2 Honour, Decency, Fairness
SOM 3 Boundaries (Feng Shui)
SOM 4 Cellulite
SOM 5 Hara
SOM 6 Courage
SOM 7 Patience & Endurance
SOM 8 Master Protection
SOM 9 Joints, Cartilage
SOM 10 Intervertebral discs & Vertebra
SOM 11 Hope
SOM 12 Teeth
SOM 13 Yin
SOM 14 Yang
SOM 15 Fear of Flying (Air travelling)
SOM 16 Eyes
SOM 17 Ears/Hearing
SOM 18 Repair-Essence
SOM 19 Digestion
SOM 20 Hormones
SOM 21 Celtic Gate
SOM 22 DNA Repair
SOM 23 Shelter
SOM 24 Envy and Hatred
SOM 25 Inner Truth
SOM 26 Origin
AYURVEDA-ESSENCES
Ayu-01 Vata-Balance
Ayu-02 Pitta- Balance
Ayu-03 Kapha- Balance
Ayu-04 Prana-Energy
Ayu-05 Agni-Energy
Ayu-06 Tejas-Energy
Ayu-07 Ojas-Energy
PLANET-ESSENCES
P 0 Sun
P 1 Planet Mercury
P 2 Planet Venus
P 3 Planet Earth
P 4 Planet Mars
P 5 Planet Jupiter
P 6 Planet Saturn
P 7 Planet Uranus
P 8 Planet Neptune
P 9 Planet Pluto
P 10 Earthmoon
P 11 Decending lunar node
P 12 Ascending lunar node
P 13 Starhawk
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LIGHTMASTERS
LM 1 Afra
LM 2 Angelika
LM 3 5 Buddhas
LM 4 Christ
LM 5 Djwal Khul
LM 6 El Morya
LM 7 Archangel Michael
LM 8 Hilarion
LM 9 Igor
LM 10 Kuthumi
LM 11 Kwan Yin
LM 12 Lady Miriam
LM 13 Lady Nada
LM 14 Lady Nightingale
LM 15 Lady Portia
LM 16 Lanello
LM 17 Lao Tse
LM 18 Lord Lanto
LM 19 Maha Cohan
LM 20 Mother Mary
LM 21 Orion
LM 22 Pallas Athene
LM 23 Paul the Ventian
LM 24 Saint Germain
LM 25 Salomon
LM 26 Sanat Kumara
LM 27 Serapis Bey
LM 28 Wottana
LM 29 Uriel
LM30 Archangel Raphael
LM31 Archangel Gabriel
CHARKAS
C1 Root Chakra
C2 Belly Chakra
C3 Solar plexus Chakra
C4 Heart Chakra
C5 Throat Chakra
C6 Forehead Chakra
C7 Crown Chakra
C8 Door to Dreams
C9 Wheel of the Path
C10 Door to Transformation
C11 Centre of the Universe
C12 Gate to Infinity
HEALING PLANTS
HP 1 Callisia
HP 2 Echinacaea
HP 3 Mugwort
HP 4 Juniper

SET 1
SINGLE GEM ESSENCES
1 Agate blue
2 Amazonite
3 Amethyst
4 Apache Tears
5 Aquamarine
6 Aventurine /green
7 Azurite – Malachite
8 Rock-crystal
9 Amber
10 Bolder
11 Carnelian
12 Chalcedone blue
13 Chrysokoll
14 Chrysopras
15 Diamond (brilliant)
16 Hawks eye
17 Flint
18 Howlith
19 Jade green
20 Coral red
21 Coral white
22 Landscape Jasper
23 Lapis Lazuli
24 Larimar
25 Leopard Jasper
26 Malachite
27 Moonstone
28 Moss Agate
29 Onyx
30 Pyrite
31 Pyrite sun
32 Rose Quartz
33 Red Jasper
34 Ruby
35 Sapphire
36 Emerald
37 Sodalithe
38 Tigers Eye
39 Tourmaline green
40 Tourmaline red
41 Tourmaline black
42 Turquoise
165 Vivianite
166 Kunzite
167 Yellow Quartz
168 Ironmeteorite
169 Ice Amethyst
170 Moldavite
171 Pearl
172 Moqui Marbels

SET 2
SINGLE GEM ESSENCES
51 Australian Amulet Stone
52 Tree Agate
53 Fire Opal
54 Girasole
55 Geodes
56 Garnet red
57 Herkimer Diamond
58 Mexican Coloured Spar
59 Bull's Eye
60 Olivine
61 Phantom Quartz
62 Rainbowobsidian
63 Rutile Quartz + Gold
64 Sandrose
65 Tansanite
66 Tourmaline blue
67 Watermelon Tourmaline
68 Precious Opal white
69 Honey Calcite
70 Australian Printstone
71 Petrified Nuttrees
72 Rasperry Quartz
73 Lingam Stone
74 Spektrolith
75 Blackhead Tourmaline
76 Ruin Agate
77 Rainforest Jasper
78 Bloodstone
79 Botswan Agate gray
81 Mahogany Obsidian
85 Apatite
86 Peruvian Opal pink
88 Hildegard Jasper
90 Lavender Jade
91 Pink Berylle
93 Smoke Quartz
94 Gold Quartz
95 Rainbow Moonstone
96 Picasso Marble
97 Star Garnet
101 Peruvian Opal blue
126 Aventurine Glass- Gold
132 Orange Calcite
137 Blue Moss Opal
150 Sugilite
156 Ulexite
161 Black Coral
162 Gold Topaz
163 Petrified Wood
164 White Agate

SET 3 NEW GEMSTONE ESSENCES
E 80 Botswan Agate pink
E 107 Aventurine yellow
E 140 Oregon Picture Stone
E 174 Pink Moss Agate
E 175 Proustite
E 176 Pietersite/ Tempest Stone
E 178 Apophyllite
E 179 Flash tube
E 180 Rhodonite
E 181 Shungite
TREE ESSENCES
B 1 Birch
B 2 Plane tree
B 3 Willow
B 4 Elder
B 5 Ivy
B 6 Linden Tree
B 7 Yew
B 8 Hawthorn
B 9 Rowan
B 10 Ginkgo
B 11 Papaya
B 12 Mistletoe
B 13 Apricot
B 14 Pine
B 15 Oak
B 16 Ash
B 17 Fir
B 18 Beech
B 19 Hornbeam
B 20 Spruce
B 21 Douglas Fir
B 22 Larch
B 23 Hazel
B 24 Walnut
B 25 Wine
B 26 Reed
B 27 Poplar
B 28 Sequoia
B 29 Jacaranda
B 30 Bamboo
B 31 Sea rose
B 32 Apple tree
B 33 Laurel
B 34 Eucalyptus
B 35 Cedar
B 36 Chestnut
B 37 Cherry tree
B 38 Maple tree
B 39 Rosewood
B 40 Ebony
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B 41 Olibanum
B 42 Box tree
B 43 Chestnut (white/pink)
B 44 Rhododendron
B 45 Fig
B 46 Olive
B 47 Elm
B 48 Hackberry
B 49 Cypress
B 50 Myrtle
B 51 Aspen
LANTHANIDES
LAN 1 Lanthanum
LAN 2 Cerium
LAN 3 Praseodymium
LAN 4 Neodymium
LAN 5 Promethium
LAN 6 Samarium
LAN 7 Europium
LAN 8 Gadolinium
LAN 9 Terbium
LAN 10 Dysprosium
LAN 11 Holmium
LAN 12 Erbium
LAN 13 Thullium
LAN 14 Ytterbium
LAN 15 Lutetium

ACTINIDES
ACT 1 Actinium
ACT 2 Thorium
ACT 3 Protactinium
ACT 4 Uranium
ACT 5 Neptunium
ACT 6 Plutonium
ACT 7 Americium
ACT 8 Curium
ACT 9 Berkelium
ACT 10 Californium
ACT 11 Einsteinium
ACT 12 Fermium
ACT 13 Mendelevium
ACT 14 Nobelium
ACT 15 Lawrencium

MET 12 Lead
MET 13 Chromium
MET 14 Polonium
MET 15 Bismuth

Negative effects?
Wrong essences? –
possible?
There are no negative effects
if one uses Rostock-Essences
that don‘t have any priority for
the solution of a present problem. These essences won‘t go
in resonance with the person.

METALS
MET 1 Gold
MET 2 Silver
MET 3 Platinum
MET 4 Copper
MET 5 Iron
MET 6 Mercury
MET 7 Titanum
MET 8 Iridium
MET 9 Aluminium
MET 10 Vanadium
MET 11 Silicium

The importance of pure water
As the title of the well known book says: „You are not ill – you are
thirsty!”
Understanding the importance of pure water for our whole system:
our body, our soul, our mind and our energetic field will make the
difference for the qualitiy of your life.
In order for this essence to be able have any effect at all, the body
needs a certain amount of water as a carrier for the vibrations of
the essences, colors, light, homeopathic materials or other alternative medicine associated tools. The human being consists of about
70% water, not tea, coffee or other juices – even if they were still as
healthy and with valuable contents. This need is comparable with
a car: Even the most extraordinary luxury car will not run if there is
no fuel in the tank. Our body also needs „fuel“ - in this case it is water. Any other liquid that you drink,
must first be processed by the body. A healthy, stress-free person should drink 3 liters of drinking (tap)
water a day so that he can deal with all the demands with which he is confronted during the day. With
this amount, the body has enough strength to resist disease.
Whoever takes medication, smokes cigarettes, drinks much alcohol or consumes drugs need accordingly more energy and thereby more water.
Furthermore, there is another serious energy robber under our luxury foods: coffee. Per cup, the body
10

needs 1/2 liters of water approximately in order to be able to process the coffee. For the more common
“morning mug” a whole liter of water is needed.
By the way: Those who are struggling with various addictions (tablets, coffee, cigarettes, alcohol, drugs,
etc.), will most likely notice that a greater consumption of water, reduces the need for the addictive substances and the pleasure sensations subside rapidly.

Integration Phenomena
Whether a symptom or because of treatment, after taking the essences serious reactions (integration
phenomena) may occur. Even with the storage „at all levels to 100% for well-being“ sometimes the
effects can be quite strong. Usually it helps to drink a greater amount of water.These integration phenomena are side effects shown during a solution process of blockades. Since the person is processed as
total, these can appear on all levels: So trouble can dissolve in the digestive tract, for example, if the
person learned to let go emotionally old attitudes and convictions. But above all it is important to know,
that these appearances will not cross the line to exhaust your system, it will never be “too much”.

Using the stockbottle (10 ml)
2 drops from a stockbottle are sufficient to energize 1 liter of drinking (tap)
water!
For acute problems, however, you should directly take 1-2 drops from the
stockbottle and place them on the tongue either once or 2-3 times a day
(e.g. bee sting, acute pain and the like) or 1 - 2 drops can be applied directly
on the affected area. (The concentrate should not be used directly on open
wounds, since the essence would burn because of the high alcohol content.
Here, it is better to mix it with a conventional ointment.)
Taking the diluted essence is probably the most familiar way (see next page,
“Using the treatment bottle”).
In contrast to the administration of homeopathic, this means it does not matter whether the drops are taken before, during or after the meal.
For room energizing: add 2 - 3 drops in a bowl of water, fragrance lamp, indoor fountain, humidifier or a spray bottle.
The Rostock-Essences can be added to all ointments, creams, lotions or shampoos. Also helpful is the incorporation
of the essences into special baby care products. 5 drops are used for 250ml. If the consistency is denser (e.g. cream),
2-4 drops more. We have achieved particular success with hair and severe skin problems whereby the essences are
directly mixed into shampoos and ointments and creams and used frequently.
M7 particularly good for skin redness (only mixed with ointments) and other emergencies and M4 is recommended the
with sleep problems. The application is completely free of harm, but you are welcome to discuss it with your doctor.
Wall paint: 8 drops per 1 liter of undiluted paint.
Sauna: 2 drops in 1 liter of infusion water.
Baths: Of course, the use of Rostock-Essences as a bath additive (15 drops) is possible and can also be used with all
other bath products. Particularly complex aids are provided by the mixture „Rest & Peace“ (M4), which brings relaxation and inner calm and is very valuable after a hard day‘s work or as sleeping aid for lively children.
Plant water: 15-20 drops for a 10 liter watering can. In particular, the mixtures M40, M38, M7, M20.
As a supplement there is also Rostock-Garden / Rostock Country.
Swimming pool: 1 bottle (10 mil) for 50,000 liters (1.20m depth, 7m diameter). For large pools we suggest 1.5 bottles
of the use of vials (explanation below) or badges.
All essences can be mixed either undiluted or diluted in any food or drink. This is also true for animals. (For aquariums
you should only use treatment bottles without added alcohol.)
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The Rostock-Essences can be used together with any conventional medications; there are no interactions. Their storage next to medications, electronic devices etc. is harmless (sealing).
The essences can be carried in hand luggage, since the effect is not affected by X-rays (hand luggage check).
Alcohol disease: Only treatment bottle without the addition of alcohol may be administered in order not to cause further
dependency. In no case should the essence be taken directly from the stock bottle.
Children & Babies: All Rostock-Essences can be used from birth. Always use treatment bottles without alcohol! They
can be applied when breastfeeding, but also added to infant formula.
Animals: There is a special essence for the treatment of animals (M26). This mixture is usually administered or applied
with other essences. A detailed description of this essence can be found in the Rostock-Essences books as well as on
our website. Further details on working with animals are available in the special course „Energy Work with animals“.

Using the treatment-bottle (TB) for individual issues
A treatment bottle (TB) is a composition of a maximum of 12 different essences pertaining to a specific topic (complaints, problems…) This makes the Rostock-Essences easier to implement in therapy sessions.
The treatment bottle serves as a longer duration form of therapy. After
the treatment of an issue has been completed (even if this has been over
a period of several months) a “therapy break” of at least 1 week should
be observed. The body-soul-intellect-energy system needs this time to
integrate the treatment into everyday life.
How to produce a treatment bottle: You need a 30 ml eye drop bottle.
First add 1 teaspoon of brandy (for preservation) and then the selected
essences (max. of 12) from the stockbottle (or vial). Now fill the bottle
with tap water (drinking water). That’s it! You’re finished! If more than
12 essences are required you should mix together a second treatment
bottle.
For small children the brandy should not be used, but it must be refrigerated and disposed of after 3 weeks at the
latest.
Animals should also be given treatment bottle without alcohol.
The treatment bottle can be used in the same way as a stockbottle, but the number of drops should be tripled.
For problems that have existed for a longer period of time or which started in childhood, the treatment bottle should be
used for an extended form of therapy. In this case you administer 4-5 drops daily for 3-5 weeks (or test the dosage).
If the treatment bottle is half empty, it can be further diluted. Then allow the „new“ treatment bottle to stand for about 1
hour. During this time, the energy of the essences optimally expands again into the added water. The effect after filling
is unchanged in comparison to the initial mixture. You can further dilute the TB 2-3 times.

Using the vials (2 ml)
The same concentrate is in the vials as in the stockbottle, the only difference is in
the filled volume (2 ml instead of 10 ml).

If the essence is NOT consumed, the filled vials can of course be used as „energy
suppliers“ and placed wherever you want to let the vibrations work. (Water pipes,
faucets, door and window frames, swimming pools, indoor fountains, watering,
ponds, etc.). The energy of the essence is transferred to the water. It is important
that a sufficient amount of vials are used in relation to the amount of liquid to be
energized (cable diameter etc.). If in doubt please contact us for advice.
The vials are perfectly suited for use in resonance therapy (IMEDIS, bioresonance devices). Here, the essences can
be incorporated in the vibration circuit, whereby it must be mentioned that - applied in this way - the entire spectrum
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of activity of the Rostock-Essences cannot be transferred (only about 15%).
You can naturally wear the vials directly on the body for suppression, energetic cleaning or for additional support.
Some essences are particularly suitable for use as vials – whether wearing them directly on the body or placing them
in areas to achieve a special effect. This mainly concerns the SOM3 (demarcation). It serves the energy demarcation
of toilets and bathrooms from the rest of the living spaces and has been developed primarily for the use in Feng-Shui,
but also supports working in crowds. Mounted on the wall, a vial may energize an area of 40m². Worn on the body,
it helps to better isolate/protect yourself energetically in difficult situations (when traveling, large crowds, etc.). (Also
SOM8, SOM2, SOM24, M11, M30, M50)
As a gift, or just to try out, the vial is also ideal.

Application

•• On the tongue: For “acute” problems (learning problems, test anxiety, frequent pain, fears, doubts, excretion of toxins, colds, etc.). Taken during the day.
•• Under the tongue: for problems that have existed for many yars or such with their origin in one’s childhood. Taken
just before going to bed. During the sleep topics that can be solved will be brought up to the surface. Only then it is
possible to face and talk about a problem.

Examples of using the Rostock-Essences
Because their extraordinary characteristics Rostock-Essences are very easy to use and handle. Each essence is accurately described. Knowledge about chakras (physical assignment, colour, direction of circulation, effect) as well as
about accupuncture meridians and the 5 elements is useful but not essential.
As gemstones have a broad range of effects it is not so easy to make an indication list. We recommend testing with a
rod or a muscle test first and only read afterwards what the essence is used for. Knowledge about chakras, as gemstones can be chosen accordingly. The list below is more than an indication, it shall provide you with an overlook and
assist your testing.
Do not forget! It is absolutely necessary to drink at least 1,5 litres of water a day
so that the essences can unfold their full potential.
## Demarcation problems: SOM3, C3, Raspberry Quartz, Phantom Quartz, B15
## Acne: M13, M19, C3, Apatite, Amethyst, Carnelian, Flint, Lapis Lazuli, Moonstone, Turquoise, Larimar
## Allergies/Skin: M43, M13, M6, SOM1, SOM5, Apatite, Amber, Larimar, Chalcedone, Onyx, Sapphire
## Tension, restlessness: M4, M11, M16, M17, M20, M29, M38, M41, M46, C4, C2, SOM5, P0, Apatite, Chrysokoll,
Sodalithe, Tourmaline green, White Agate, Amazonite, Goldstone, Olivine
## Respiratory diseases: C5, M1, M5, M13, M38, Turmaline blue, Aquamarine, Hawks Eye, Chalcedone, Larimar,
Pyrite, Sapphire, HP1
## Balance, Easiness: M4, M29, M20, M11, M18, SOM5, SOM3, C1to7, White Agate, Goldstone, Malachite, Moss
Agate, Jade green, P0, P2, P3
## Recovery of toxins: M13, M19, M29, C3, Australian Printstone, Mexican Coloured Spar, Smoke Quartz, Tourmaline
blue, Aquamarine, Rainforest Jasper, Tourmaline green, Tourmaline red
## Bedwetting / nocturnal enuresis: M4, M41, M5, M34, C3, C4, C6, Tourmaline blue, Flint, Lapis Lazuli, Sapphire
## Bulimia: M16, M6, M11, M7, C3, C4, C6, Goldstone, Moonstone, Red Jasper, Ruby, Tourmaline green, Turquoise
## Cellulite: SOM4, M13, M19, M29, M5, M1, Gold Quartz, Carnelian, Chrysokoll, Flint, Turquoise
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## Intestine problems: M13, C1, C2, Apatite, Honey Calcite, Apache Tears, Landscape Jasper, Amber, Pyrite, Ayu-04
## Brain support: M3, M39, C7, C6, Raspberry Quartz, Smoke Quartz, Sugilite, Amethyst, Tansanite
## Depression: M48, M42, M17, M46, P0, P3, Precious Opal white, Mexican Coloured Spar, Agate blue, Rock crystal,
Amber, Moonstone, Pyrite-sun, Turquoise
## Circulatory disorders: M19, C1, C4, C6, Gold Quartz, Orange Calcite, Coral red, Tourmaline green, Tourmaline red
## Making decisions: M3, M5, White Agate, Amber, Rainbow Moonstone, LM17
## Detox and dependences: M11, M14, M9, M13, M38, M29, M3, Tourmaline blue, Diamond, Hawk's eye, Larimar,
Emerald, Fire Opal, Girasole, Pink Berylle
## Inflammations: M4, M1, M7, Gold Topaz, White Agate, LM24
## Epilepsy: M3, M4, M47, M11, SOM3, Tansanite, Sugilite, Tigers Eye
## Colds: M8, M38, M13, M19, C5, C4, Tourmaline blue, Aquamarine, Chalcedone blue, Turquoise, Amethyst, Rock
crystal
## Exhaustion: M38, M46, M20, M42, M5, Gold Quartz, Pyrite, Tourmaline red
## Reduction of fat cells: M15, M13, M19, Apatite, Gold Topaz
## Influence of strange/bad energy: M11, M29, M30, SOM3, SOM8, P0, Coral black, Turquoise, Chrysokoll, Chrysopras, Flint
## Frustration: M17, M5, M42, Mexican Coloured Spar, Rainbow Moonstone, Tourmaline blue, Flint, Pyrite, Sodalite,
Tiger's Eye
## Gastritis: M1, M4, M38, C3, Rutile Quartz&Gold, Azurite-Malachite, Howlith, Pyrite-Sun
## Birth: M38, M10, M11, C1, P0, P4, M42, M46, Garnet red, Lingam Stone, Orange Calcite, Fire Opal, Star Garnet,
Moonstone, Rainbow Moonstone, LM20, LM4
## Patience: SOM7, Mahogany Obsidian, Bull's Eye
## Hair M49, M38, M13, C7, C1, Aventurine, Howlith, Sugilite
## Inflammation of throat: M8, M1, M4, M38, M6, C5, Chalcedone, Turquoise, Tourmaline blue, Peruvian Opal blue,
Larimar, Hawk's Eye
## Urinary Tract Infection (UTI): M13, M4, M7, M1, C1, C2, Tourmaline blue, Orange Calcite, Lingam Stone, Spektrolith, Sapphire
## Cardiovascular problems: M19, M38, Tree Agate, Star Garnet, Watermelon Tourmaline, Amazonite, Emerald, Ruby,
Tourmaline green, Tourmaline red
## Vaccine damage: M1, M13, M3, M38, C1, C3, C6, C7, P11, P12
## Impotence: M21, M38, M36, M13, C1, C3, C5, C6, Bull's Eye, Orange Calcite, Chrysopras, Flint, Turquoise, Peruvian Opal blue, LM24, P4, P13
## Causeless infertility: M10, M2, M27, M38, M5, SOM11, Lingam Stone, Rainbow Moonstone, Howlith, Coral red,
Pyrite-Sun, Ruby
## Concentration: M3, M39, M5, SOM6, SOM3, Sugilite, Tansanite, Amethyst, Lapis Lazuli, Sodalite, Malachite,
Sapphire
## Headache/Migraine M18, M4, M5, C7, C6, C5, Sugilite, Rock crystal, Tiger's Eye, Rainbow Moonstone, Amazonite
## Cancer M1, M11, M13, M29, M38, C1, P0, P3, Australian Amulet Stone, Larimar, Rock crystal, Bloodstone, Phantom Quartz, Apache Tears, Diamond
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## Period pains and cramps: M2, M13, M5, M38, M19, Rainbow Moonstone, Carnelian, Orange Calcite, Leopard
Jasper, Moss Agate
## Myogelosis: M13, M19, M4, Bull's Eye, Fire Opal, Azurite-Malachite, Tourmaline black, Rock Crystall, Smoke
Quartz
## Neurodermatitis: M4, M1, M13, M43, SOM3, Larimar, Turquoise, Tourmaline blue, Agate blue, Lapis Lazuli
## Nicotine detox (stop smoking): M9, M14, M13, M29, M16, C4, C5, Bolder, Emerald, Tourmaline red, LM27
## Panic: M4, M5, M38, M17, M20, C2, C4, C6, Flint, Sapphire, Emerald, Rock crystal, Tourmaline blue
## Self-fulfillment, individual development: C3, P0, P3, Gold Topaz, Olivine, Amber, Tiger's Eye, P13
## Exam nerves: M3, M39, M38, M16, M41, M20, SOM3, SOM5, SOM6, Aquamarine, Amethyst, Sapphire, Tiger's
Eye
## Rheumatism: M4, M5, M13, M19, M29, M34, M38, SOM9, SOM10, C1, C3, Bull's Eye, Amber, Chrysokoll, Leopard
Jasper
## Sleeping problems: M4, M11, M17, M41, Rose Quartz, Sapphire, Amazonite, Amethyst, LM4
## Sun allergy: M46, M38, P0, P3
## Stress: M4, M20, M29, M42, M38, all C-essences, P0, P3, P11, P12, Apatite, Precious Opal white, Lingam Stone,
Orange Calcite, Rock crystal, Amber, Australian Amulet Stone, White Agate, Girasole, Moss Agate, Jasper red
## Overacidification: M4, M5, M13, M19, M38, C3, C5, Bull's Eye, Smoke Quartz
## Spine problems: C1, SOM10, Bloodstone, Amber, Tiger's Eye, Lavender Jade, Chrysokoll, Pyrite, Rock crystal
## Teeth: C1, C5, M38, Howlith, Vivianite, Amber, Coral white, Turquoise, SOM12

Production details
The suppliers are rods made of stainless steel being the carrier for the needed information as well as the frame conditions that make the Rostock-Essences worldwide unique. This improvement in the producing process can only be
done because of the manufacturer’s special abilities.
Many considerable advantages are shown: The purity of the vibration suppliers remains always the same, so there is
a quality assurance, what is very important for our customers like pharmacies, doctors etc.; it is possible to get a full
copy e.g. for a tree-essence and not only a part (piece of wood or root, a leaf); no risk of contamination of the essence
by bacteria or organisms, wich can be found e.g. on parts of plants; no health hazards of radiation (Lanthanoides,
Actinoides), toxic parts of a plant; no risk of contamination of the essence by pollution from chemicals, like pesticides,
fertilizers, herbicides etc.; no dependence on climate or pollution, and no dependence regarding the production (localisation, person), and very important there is no exploit of natural resources, because a mineral or plant is only used
for one single time – and not for every production job (trees, plants, flowers, herbs…).
Last but not least, stainless steel is hygienic and can easily cleaned and disinfected if needed.
Rostock-Essences are protected as a brand in Austria since 28.04.1998 under the number 177762//2693/98 in the
categories 5,41,42
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Rostock globules
Globules - well known from homeopathy - are small beads of cane sugar, which
serve as a carrier material (such as a blank disc) for vibrations. The Rostockglobules are NOT homeopathic remedies, but should rather be seen as informed
frequency preparations. The range is constantly expanding.
• The Rostock-globules are suitable for people of all ages and for animals.
• The action is at all levels at 100% for well-being
• The globules can be consumed before / during / after eating
• Automatic corresponding intensity / effect
• As a basic support all globules have immune-boosting frequencies, liver support
(for discharging) and several heart tonic frequencies stored in them as default.
• Therefore, no energetic overdose possible.
• The frequencies are sealed - no irritation or deletion possible (MIPESTM)
• The Rostock-globules are informed in a way such that there is no interference with other preparations. - whether
chemical, herbal, energy or similar

Differences between Rostock-Essences and Rostock Globules
The difference arises from the structure of the storage medium. Water can absorb a very specific type of frequency
perfectly - Globules a very different one.
• Essences / TB primarily work through frequencies that are collected for a subject that is subtle, with strong links to
the material plane.
• Globules store „gross material“ approvals much better, also because the globules themselves constitute a more
material substance than water.
Example of gross material, molecular information based on the Eye-Globule: Beginning with the activation of the
maternal and paternal DNS at conception, the cell fate during embryonic development, organ development until birth,
physical activation and adaptation to atmosphere and light, etc. after birth and extends over the whole life for optimization and maintenance of the eye (all individual parts) and the processing of light impulses in the brain, etc. There
are also interference frequencies of all diseases (primary and secondary, as in diabetes); Frequencies of eye-related
drugs, optimized absorption, deletion of chemical residue after anesthesia (chem. burden from inside) also injuries to
the eye by chemical substances from the outside. Also purely physical backgrounds, even if an extraordinary number.
In the globules information is addressed to the subtle area just on the edge - that would then be an area of application
of the Essence / TB.

• Individual globules (no number)
These globules are informed with individually compiled frequencies from the Imedis database and are oriented to
your needs. They are used primarily in the range of surgical intervention; as „Imedis program“ to go etc. We would be
pleased to take the time to advise you on this.

• Flu-globules (No. 1)
The flu globules are adapted annually to the changing virus strains of the flu wave. The information are inverse frequencies of the current flu strains. General strengthening frequencies for the immune system and deletion frequencies
for onerous chemical residues complete these globules. For prophylaxis and acute disease conditions.
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• Respiratory diseases globules (No. 2)
Whether persistent cough or for support in environmental conditions that pollute the airways. This may be particulate
pollution, smog fumes, paint fumes, smoke-filled rooms and much more. These globules have frequencies of the
entire respiratory tract and associated organs to assist with various complaints: sinusitis, rhinitis, laryngitis / vocal
cord disorders, lung problems (bronchi, alveoli, oxygen uptake, detoxification /dissolving mucous, regeneration, etc.)
Support: in allergic reactions, smoking cessation, loss of smell, mucous membranes of the head cavities (maxillary sinuses, paranasal sinuses, frontal sinuses) for regeneration after overloading or infection. The skin is the largest organ
of respiration – this is why specific optimal frequencies of the skin are stored.

• Eye-globules (no. 3)
All physical material (anatomic) and subtle (emotional, etc.) frequencies of optimally functioning organs of sight and
their pathways and control centers to or in the brain. In addition, there are inclusive frequencies for foreign material
(new lenses, etc.), recovery frequencies (In case of surgical procedures), and intensive regeneration frequencies for
all parts, balancing frequencies stored for harmony between the two eyes or after loss of a visual organ. These globules provide support for all secondary symptoms of visual organs (allergic reaction, irritation from vapors, chlorine
(swimming pool) and the like, eyestrain e.g. computer work. From the TCM the connection between the eyes and the
liver organ is known (in men, also the genital tract). Here the globules help to compensate the imbalance between
eyes - Liver - genital tract (e.g. performance difficulties).

• Herpes globules (no. 4)
Pure herpes globules, for all who often have fever blisters or sores on the skin (herpes zoster). Contain deletion frequencies for all herpes groups, in addition to detoxification frequencies for chemical and other preparations. Since
herpes always has a strong impact negatively on brain functions, some cerebral frequencies for stimulation /recovery
are included. These globules help especially horses (risk of blindness by herpes infection!).

• Tick globules (no. 5)
Multi-level functions: Concerning the vaccination: better handling of vaccination, energetic support concerning tick
defense for those that do not want a vaccination; Intensification / selection of existing vaccination. Accelerated excretion of heavy metals / chemical parts of the vaccine. Energetic tick defense; extinguishing frequencies of Borrelia and
Meningococci. Particularly striking are the tick defense successes with dogs.

• Parasite globules (no. 6)
Included deletion frequencies of viruses, bacteria, fungi, helminths, protozoa, warts, mites, etc. These include: Borrelia, Chlamydia, Giardia, Candida, herpes and others. The Borrelia infections have been increasing steadily for years.
Since these protozoa are very large, treatment with antibiotics is not completely successful. Here you have with the
globules a pure extinguishing frequency without side effects that additionally support organ frequencies.

• Heavy metal globules (no. 7)
Contents are the inverse frequencies of all heavy metals which are harmful for the human organism, complexing
agents and frequencies of useful minerals. Important for connective tissue and cerebral problems (brain tumors,
Alzheimer‘s, Parkinson‘s, epilepsy and similar problems, vaccination effects, etc.), but also unexplained persistent
complaints (always sickly). For the following situations: life in the big city (exhaust, smog, etc.) for children (at kindergarten, school), residence or paths close to a highway or main traffic routes; near factories / close to an industrial area;
shopping centers (a lot of car exhaust locally concentrated); old lead pipes in which water is transported; frequent use
of fluorescent tubes (electrical trade, electricians ...); Amalgam treatment of patients at the dentist (such as inserting
replacement). Occupational stress: dentists, dental technicians, dental assistants; filling station employees, heavy
metals-processing plants; working in road traffic, air traffic, and more.
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• Enzyme activities globules (no. 8)
These globules contain the „clean“ frequencies of all enzymes, apoenzymes, cofactors and metal ions which are
required by the enzyme activities. These frequencies help the system‘s own enzymes, apoenzymes etc. to get to the
correct frequency and keep them there. This creates much improved enzyme performance. With concurrent intake
of enzymes through food supplements, these preparations are particularly good, quickly absorbed and put to use in
metabolism. Our food is changed in its vibrations due to strong artificial / technical influences. It can therefore happen
that food items are not „recognized“ by the enzymes and nutrients respond differently than would be expected from
their vibration. Chaos in the metabolism is the result which can lead to many problems. Enzymes accelerate the achievement of a chemical equilibrium. A malfunction is usually equivalent to very slow metabolic reactions.

• Ears / Hearing (no. 9)
Tinnitus, ringing in the ears, deafness, stress-hearing and many more are the subjects of these globules. They are
made according to the concept of eye-globules, however, with the theme of ears and hearing. Especially good after
temporary overloading (festivities, New Year, concerts, etc.) and operations.

• Jaws / Teeth (no. 10)
Even in the womb, the tooth system can be affected by environmental pollution. Teething and misalignments can be
the result. Different materials, parasites, etc. affect well-being. The teeth globules are also prepared in accordance
with the concept of the eye globules.

• Optimization of cerebral functions (no. 11)
Support for all brain functions. Recognizing, remembering, thinking.... improving active communication with the environment; after trauma, stroke, trauma, as an aid in dementia, Alzheimer‘s, Parkinson‘s, after serious illness, surgery,
etc. in the brain, etc. Includes a variety of cerebral frequencies in optimal function. A great learning support, for driving,
concentrated work - for people and animals!

• Antidot (no. 12)
Developed for instant neutralization and expulsion of toxins, substances irritating or harming our body. The priority
objective was the danger of getting new designed, illegal substances or knockout drops mixed in drinks at events or
parties. Unfortunately this happens more and more. Heavy symptoms of poisoning, coma, memory loss and similar
can occur.
Purpose: side effects after anesthesia, vaccinations or a wrong combination of medicine with toxically effects; uncomfortable reactions after starting a therapy with medics; after taken contaminated food or drinks, cosmetics, insect
bites, plant contact dermatitis; toxins (insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, antibiotics, synthetic hormones
etc.) found in our daily nutrition.
In summertime water can be contaminated by an overdose of chlorine (pools) or all kind of toxins from the surrounding
area that is used in agriculture and forestry. Skin problems (Itching, red spots, nausea etc.) may occur.
Whenever unexplainable symptoms occur it is a first help and important for our body-system during finding out about
the origin.

• Optimazation of absorbing Vitamin B12 (no. 13)
Normally a healthy stomach produces a protein called intrinsic factor (IF) that combines with vitain B12. This combination is then absorbed into the body at the end of the small intestine. A stressed stomach can‘t produce enough
IF the most common cause of B12 deficiency. These globules are to support the stomach and intestine (and related
problems) to help optimize the absorbtion of B12.
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Badges – small but powerful
Practical, affordable and reliable helpers that make
everyday life more pleasant. Special and unique in the
world through the mental skills of Ms. Wohlgemuth: Damaging, disruptive fields are converted into positive energy! Often copied - never equaled! The metal badges
are small and handy (approx. 3x5cm), easy to take along
with frequent changes of location in a stressed environment to take advantage of the protective fields. WLAN
and Bluetooth suppression included on all badges.
All our badges build an energetic bubble-like protection field which differ only in the raidus of operation. Under certain
conditions, this working diameter can be larger, but not smaller! No material can block the effects of our badges, and
of course, the retained information cannot be irritated or deleted (MIPESTM).
As Ms. Wohlgemuth sees the situation, everything – eihter good energy or bad energy – everything is “just” energy
and should be used and not deleted or blocked. As her special talents let enable her to see vibrations and be able to
change their character, she found a way to change those energies / vibes stressing our system into helping ones. For
the very first time it is possible to use energies from the surrounding areas to help our system cure itself without using
a technical device.
In traditional ways to deal with technical fields or geopathic zones many products were designed to delete those energies / energetic fields. The problem is, that all kind of protection is overrun one day and all the energy kept away with
that now broken barrier will flood over you. Using the new method our badges have different topics – but never will
energy be deleted, only changed!

Tec-Field suppression
Colour: gold. As sourrounded 24/7 with technical devices getting more almost daily our whole system cannot deal with such a stress – we get troubled on different
levels. Low affected we have difficulties to keep distance to other people, getting
stressed more we cannot make decisions or emotionally react according to the situation until our system is too overloaded and our body also gets ill.
The Tec-field badge builds a spherical „suppression field“ of about 7m diameter. Within this field it smooths out all field peaks in technical oscillation areas. This field is
absolutely stable and completely independent of the number of technical devices within this „sphere“ (50Hz and 60Hz;
110V, 240V to 1 KV). Workplace: Computer (PC, monitor, printer, scanner, etc.), living room (TV, stereo equipment) kitchen (oven, dishwasher, microwave etc.) or waterbeds. Important for water pumps used with pools, ponds, fish tanks.
We recommend to have a Tec Field badge always with you, because under most working or living conditions we are
almost permanently surrounded particularly by technical frequencies. Have a look around where you live, work, go
shopping, do sports… You will quickly understand what we are talking about.
Space & Tec USB Stick (two in one)
A special idea became a special product. After many people complained that they always
forget their tec field badge somewhere – we decided to make a super-practial combination for daily use and protection at the same time.
Space & Tec was born – a high quality usb-stick (3.0, 8GB red, 32GB yellow) which cover
is programmed as a tec field suppression. More information are stored as well – like having fun at work, protection against getting stolen, longer durability aso.

Geopath Field Suppression
Colour: blue. Geopathic zones cover earth’s entire surface with only few exceptions.
We know them as E-rays or earth rays, including subterranean running water, Curry
lines and Hartmann lines and various tectonic fault lines (dislocations, fracturations
and others). Geopathic zones shall never be deleted, because we need these energies for our sense of orientation! But – the impact should never be more than 30%
- therefore the Geop. Field badge regulates the impact to the optimal strength making
a character-change with all energy that would harm us (some people, weak or over-
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sensitive will only stand e.g. 15%). Subterranean streams and Curry lines are totally harmonized by this badge; it is
not necessary to place the badge directly onto the lines. Hartmann lines can be different. These are persisting fault
lines. When stress resulting from Hartmann lines is very intense we recommend placing the badge directly onto the
line or crossing (ask a radiesthesist for advice).
Information on the badge is working on the normal stressors in our areas of life. It is neutralizing all fault lines alone
and in all thinkable combinations worldwide. The maximum influence is always limited with 30 %. Field of protection
has a diameter of approximately 20m. In case your space is extremely influenced, we recommend adding an ‘Individual badge’ that will precisely work on the individual stressors.

Mobile Networks Suppression
Colour: purple. Looking out of a window in a town very often those mobile transmission towers can be seen on the top of many, many buildings. Being in the transmission area means to deal with the radiation as well. It is well known that those
frequencies do affect our living system – since the start of mobile transmission especially allergies escalated. We normally cannot escape from being “roasted” – but
we can do something to avoid the bad effects on our health.
By building up a Yin field, nearly all pulsed transmission frequencies are deleted
(transmission is not influenced). Diameter of the field is approximately 20 meters
when there are no more than 2 or 3 mobile transmission towers.
Private homes, offices, schools aso.: We recommend placing the badge onto the window or wall in front of the cell
mast if there is an area like a garden, frontyard or similar between wall and mast. Otherwise regarding to the diameter,
the badge can be placed as measured. If you are living in the middle of a cell mast forest, contact us for an individual
badge.
Construction companies: When setting up mobile transmission towers it is very easy to fix the badge directly onto
the mast, as close as possible to the transmissing parts. Today people are well informed about harmful effects of
transmission frequencies on cells. These people are alert and want to feel secure not getting ill from technical devices
they have no influence on. Being in the position to be able to offer a supressed but full operating transmission tower
people will ease off (European experience).

High Voltaic Suppression
Colour: red. A humming sound, the atmosphere seems tighter and the feeling of
pressure on one’s heart are only a few examples how we experience HV. It is clear,
considering the iron-centre of our red blood cell, every kind of electrical field will
have an effect on these cells. The stronger the field the worse the influence and
effects.
Therefore we recommend to have one of these badets in a pocket when working
with any kind of HV.
A great problem occurs when mobile-transmission devices are fixed on the top
of HVDC-distance towers because both kind of frequencies will come into a very
strong resonance.
The technical field close to the lines is so strong and irritating, that deer will change its crossing.
Electric load exceeding 110 kV require special suppression. Similar to the Tec Field Suppression, all technical field peaks are evened, only differing in means of intensity and frequency spectrum
(110 kV-800kV).
This badge has 2 levels with information. 1) For rooms, certain areas or directly on the body: The badge shall be
placed between the HV-radiant (electrical tower, distributor) and the area to be protected (house, garden, stable…),
or in the pocket… Diameter is 20m.
2) for HVDC distance towers a special information has been stored: The supressing field will cover 55% of the distance to the next tower (both directions) – here, instead of a bubble-form suppression field a cover wrapped around
the cable is built. When fixing a badge on the following towers, the whole distance will be covered. The small price
as well as the low price makes it a perfect offer not only for the construction company but of course for every human,
animals and nature!
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Car Suppression
Colour: gold
This badge is working on three levels:
1. disturbing frequencies and fields inside the car – numerous devices nowadays due to computerization;
2. disturbing factors coming from outside the car (technical fields, e-rays…) – working only in case of longer
stops, e.g. in case of traffic jam; (very important to be
able to keep emotional distance when caught up in a
traffic jam. The car’s metal conducting character extend
not only the technical field, it will link people together in a way that emotions (anger, hysteria, fear) will be intensified
and possibly break loose).
3. on the car as a field amplifier.
The information on the badge influences the conducting characteristic of metal by transforming it into the frequency
of wood. Faraday effect remains. Technical fields resulting from electronic device (GPS, router, CD-player, radio...)
are switched into positive ones. In this rather special badge, parts of the Tec Field, the Mobil Networks, and the High
Voltaic badge are combined and adopted for the very size of your car. Further, information from the Rostock-Essences
car kit is stored on the badge. Here the topics are concentration, overview, deliberate behavior, calm and balance for
all passengers. The calming effect is well known by people who suffered with panic attacs in tunnels. There are numerous reports from badge owners having no longer any problems in tunnels, elevators or similar.
Car Suppression can be attached to your key ring. --> Also for all electric motors!

Solid Sol Button
Mobile Phone Suppression (metallic sticker).
A technical device, in this case a mobile phone, can irritate the functions of the cells when
held near the head or body for some time. Many people sense this technical field which
is enforced by a mobile phone’s function of sending and receiving. The Solid Sol Button
reduces these fields to a maximum 5% - especially the pulsing transmission frequencies
used for mobile networks all over the world. Information from the
Tec Field Suppression is used for the button, so that the technical field of the mobile phones gets suppressed. Functions of the
mobile phone are not irritated or influenced of course. Due to the
sealing function of the button will never diminish. As headsets have a rather strong technical
field they are suppressed by the Solid Sol Button, too – for a diameter of 6m (Radius 3m).
Bluetooth / WLAN is suppressed with all our badges. Simply detach the button from the
foil and attach your Solid Sol Button onto your mobile phone. We recommend applying it onto
a place in the inner of the phone as the foil can be scratched even though function of and the
information on the button is not influenced when the foil is scratched. The phone button only
works when affixed!
Telephone Base Station (metallic sticker)
Technical radiations from wireless phones only do little harm while the base station has harsh
negative effects. The button especially developed for the docking station should be attached
directly onto it.

Microwave Suppression (metallic sticker).
Regardless of the fact that using a microwave is so comfortable its effects on the molecules of our food are unpleasant. Some food like milk or fish is influenced more badly
than other (e.g. meat or pasta). Further we all experienced the difference in taste e.g.
after warming up a cup of coffee in a microwave. As there are so many households that
cannot exist without a microwave – for reasons of time management or other – such
a sticker has been requested a lot. What is the sticker doing: it saves the natural molecular structure on an energetic level; as a consequence our body is able to recognize and digest the food without
any problems. I further felt I must add some positive energies that will be helpful in this demanding period: peace and
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calm; time to enjoy your meal; appreciation for the food; ideal tolerance for indigestion; turning unnatural frequencies
into natural ones; enriching the food with more light and joy; connecting energy between the cultivated, modified food
nowadays and its natural, original equivalent. Especially when warming up milk you will experience the difference –
not only because of the different taste but because, as studies showed, the frequency equals the one milk had before
industrialization. Similar frequencies can be found in milk from highland cows in areas far away from civilization. Who
warms up coffee in a miped microwave will not sense any difference in taste.

Individual Coffee: the can – the spoon – the badge
Why should anybody energize his coffee???
During the roasting process, the frequency of the coffee bean is changed so that
the body does not recognize the coffee as a natural substance. So coffee has to
be treated like every other unnatural construction like a medical or similar synthetic food. Indi Co products changes the energy from coffee so it is recognized as
natural – easier to digest. With every coffee you drink, you get your best individual
taste, tolerance, effect and more. (detailed information avialable)
The Indi Co is a specially informed coffee can to optimize coffee in a very simple
and effective way. When you enjoy a coffee that has been energetically cleared
by the information memorized in the can, you
will explore some bettering and refinements!
For the “enchanted coffe to go” please use the
Indi Co Travel.
The Indi Co travel is the perfect supplement for the Indi Co coffee can; an energetically informed coffee spoon for a special and individual pleasure at home or en
route. The Indi Co travel and Indi Co are energized in a way that you do not have to
drink more water when having a cup of coffee.
Made of stainless steel and dishwasher safe, the Indi Co Travel is indestructible and
a perfect companion. Stir your coffee with the Indi Co travel and explore the effects
of the “enchanted coffee spoon”. Many cafès are already selling the “IC travel” successfully at their front desks.
To make a triple there is a badge for coffeemachines, too. This badge is put or fixed
at the coffeemachine (needs direct contact) to fullfill its work. Great tool for offices,
stores, restaurants and cafès.

ITea - Best Tea for everybody
It is not always easy to get really good tea. The variety of teas – origin or preparation – is huge.
ITea offers a huge amount of certain, thoroughly elaborated information to optimize taste, compatibility, digestion, ingredients and energy.
As the same size as the IC travel you can use the same leather sheath. – easy to
identify with one touch – the ITea has a dimple.
The diversity of tea – green, yellow, black, white leafs, flavoured or not, fruits,
herbs, roots, bark, fermented, roasted or fresh, mixed or plain, pure or with milk,
sugar, honey, syrup, organic or common…
All kinds of tea, ways to fix, use and enjoy… all stored in your ITea.
Also the ITea is made of stainless steel and dishwasher safe.
Ebookreader / screen-work suppression
(sticker): a great support for your eyes avoiding to overstrain them when working
/ reading a long time. Better concentration, understanding, and much more. Not
only for ebook-reader but all screens - small or big!
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More badges
There are detailed information for all our products. You will find them all in our book(s) and at our website. And of
course, we are happy to answer your questions personally if any remain.

Indi-Taste
This badge was created for those having troubles with alcohol in all ways. Either in homoeopathic
products or food but also getting allergy like symptoms after drinking a glass of wine (swollen feet,
circulation problems, face redden). The second reason for this badge was alcoholism and the idea
how to help people addicted to alcohol to break free respectively help clean alcoholics not to suffer
recurrence because alcohol got mixed in food (cake, icecream, chocolate, hot sweet drinks aso.)
With a diameter of 2m it is great to have this badge in the pocket or put it into the middle of a table
– and more people can enjoy the help of the indi taste. Put into a bottle-fridge all bottles get the
changing information at the same time.
For vineyards individual badges are offered and produced, depending on the particular needs.

Indi Food & Kitchen
Better food: in restaurants and canteens, at a picnic, at home – in your kitchen and dining room, on a journey - to
mention a few.
Food is, similar to water, a great carrier for energy. Unfortunately good and bad ones. The f&k badge changes bad energies (e.g. angry emotions from the cook, disrespectful handling, frequencies of sickness or frustration from workers
…) into joyful, lightful and really good vibes.
Created for people who travel a lot having a great need of “homemade”, “caring”, “relaxing”, “curative” food. Food
should be a loving embrace to our stomach and not a “prick in the belly”.
We all are fully aware of the fact that our food has very little live energy left compared to the past. This loss together
with so many different hazardous substances – fertilizer, pesticides, polluted air and rain – and on top the deficit of
sunlight (untimely crop, greenhouse, transport, treatment) makes it easy to understand why so many people complain
being permanently tired, exhausted, close to be ill. Allergies, intolerances, diseases like diabetes, celiac disease, colitis are the consequences.
This badge changes a lot – the most important is the reconstruction of the molecular structure after genetic alterations
that irritates our digestion and intestine. It can be seen like clearing the image of the inner picture of food, so our body
can handle this food much better and easier.

Fridge & Freezer
Here, total separation (isolating) from each stored piece to each other is very important – people
keep things in their fridge, which usually should not be kept beside food (medics, vaccines, films
etc.). Sometimes uncovered food is kept inside and not only its aroma but its energy will diffuse into
some other stored food. This you can feel and taste. Of course, changing genetically modified or
chemically treated food to almost organic food is important, too. One of the positive effects is that
food will have loads more of living energy and keep fresh longer.
Freezing food is a great opportunity, but freezer burn can occur when the wrapping material is not
good. This badge will help to protect frozen food and it can be kept longer without losing its good
energy.

Badges list

TFS - Tec Field Surpression GFS - Geopath Field Surpression
MNS
Mbile
Networks Surpression 		
HVS - High Voltaic Surpression 		
CS
Car
Surpression
MPS - Mobile Phone Supression, sticker
EBS - Base Station Surpression (cordless phone), sticker
MWS
- Microwave Surpression, sticker		
ERS - ebook Reader Suppression (Screen work), sticker
IT
Indi Taste „alcohol adjustment“

IFK - Indi Food & Kitchen FF - Fridge & Freezer

cher badge SCHPL - School badge (Learning)
HH - Happy
Home 		
HO - Happy Office		
WL - Waterpipe for House /
Home WLG - Waterpipe for Garden
WLS - Waterpipe for Stable
MLS - Emeles, the magic light stream ASA - A round sound around –
high end qulity of music
NiPlak - badge for individual needs

STPL - Super Tea-
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Emeles, MLS – a magical light stream
A mystery of light filled magic
How can one write a down-to-earth-description for a product full of magic?
Emeles builds up a stream of light retaining information. The stream adjusts
itself to the extensions necessary, penetrates any material and never weakens
(=sealed information).

Of course the usual information is inlcuded (4 pieces of standard information: joy, protection, colours, automatically corresponding inclination cipher; following the law of the
freewill; for a 100% comfort in all living levels; total sealing as protection against any
foreign energies).
Even those who do not believe in change of ages have to face the chaos, the constant
changes and the new in every situation of our lives - we are in the middle of the most
exciting, most interesting age of mankind, called Age of Aquarius.
Emeles retains loads of information connected with this special age, further colours,
sounds, notes and more. Emeles is an energetical guiding line for this age helping
to cope with the changes and overthrows, to more easily accept the unknown as our
hitherto knowledge is of no use for the upcoming. We therefor need a new way of togetherness.
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Different from our „Food and Kitchen“ badge, the Emeles is not transforming the food
but filling it with light and energy. As the automatically corresponding inclination cipher
is recorded, food and medicine are easily tolerated.
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Bio-energetic natural vibration of humans (inclination number)
This natural vibration is genetically based and no longer changes throughout one’s entire life. They can be specified with an „inclination number“
(has nothing to do with the inclination number from astrology). Similarly, a
distinction is made in traditional Chinese medicine between yin and yang types with appropriate foods, beds and corresponding energies. All MIPES™
products even take this into account and automatically communicate the
corresponding vibration of people.

Wooden stands for vials
For a perfect overview and to facilitate your work, we offer the vial stands.
Solid, practical and easy to disassemble, they are also the best way to transport the vials. Two sizes (400 and 200 vials) guarantee simple expansion/
handling.
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Emeles informiert das Wasser

- unbreakable, practical, dishwasher safe, safe for children, handy and cheap.
Although some of our customers suggested making a glass coaster I opted for a
different solution. Further, I did not like the idea of only informing water because it seemed too one-sided. As always, I
needed to close all loopholes and secured the product in any way needed and possible. The basic idea was creating
a cheap and practical product with which you can inform drinking water and charging it with positive time-adequate
energy. And, of course it had to be a pleasure for the eyes, easy to handle, ready to use at any moment and one should
love travelling with it. Then, at second thought, I was wondering why I should limit the product to informing only water.
Although this remained the main goal informing any food should be possible. Now, with Emeles it is possible to introduce any information to anything you can think of: food, water, medicine.... You even
can apply MLS onto wounds or hurting muscles, joints ect. (picture side onto the body).
If, for example, you would like to drink some herbal infusion because you are suffering
from a cold, put your cup or pot onto the Emeles. For how long? Just some moments!
The information remains after you take the cup or pot off.

Leather bags & sets
To optimally transport the various products for creative uses, a range of
high quality leather goods have been designed in beautiful colors. The
Leather-Set-Bags can also be purchased unfilled and are suitable for
transporting different frequency preparations.
Currently available:
• Travel-Set
• Witches bag (large, practical bag for all sorts of things)
• Mini-bag (for the handbag, for up to 5 vials, badges ...)
• Fun in the City (with special
antidote, emergency drops)
• Auto-Set (emergency drops,
concentration)

Individuality
Every living being is unique – this is why we are also committed to support you individually
and precisely adjust our products to you and your needs.
• Silver Locket
For those who find the badge too big or unattractive, there is also a small, simple silver locket available.
• Pendants made of glass, each piece is one
of a kind - with silver clasp (AnhSi) or gold plated clasp (AnhGo)
Those who would like to carry the effect of Rostock-Essences with them, but do not want to wear
a „cartridge belt with vials“, can have a unique piece of jewelry custom-made by us. Various attractive shapes made of blown glass, many colors and a simple closure of high-quality silver or gold
* are available. (* depending on the current gold price). You can then pick and choose which
information you would like to be stored in this pendant. This creates a very personal and completely unique pendant. A very special one of a kind piece of jewelry - carefully made for you
by hand. All shapes, colors and many finished pendants are available in our jewelry pendant
brochure and as a PDF download from the website.

• individual badge, stainless steel
Not everyone wants or can wear jewelry - and the glass vials may be unsuitable (indoor fountains, etc.). Or your personal situation may require work that is customized for you – in this case there is a badge available on which your
individual information can be stored. As an unbreakable information carrier this badge can be applied in different situations. It provides special protection (shield) in hospitals, for kids who like to run around a bit. Even in animals, the
use of this badge has proven itself (attached to the collar, bridle or saddle). Of course, you can also store very specific
information on it for the apartment, home, office or classroom.
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Water Vitalization “The Rostock Way”
There is hardly any topic that cause as much controversy as water vitalization. Products can be found in
numerous colors, shapes and also prices. The reason is in the water itself – since particularly for water
the following applies: It is by far and away not only that which you see that water consists of i.e. not just
the H20 molecules. Water also consists of pure vibrations and this composition changes continuously
because water “lives” and brings life – and the basis of life is energy/vibration.
It is therefore understandable that water vitalization is not as easy as you might think. Since water is
always in motion (in whatever form) a product which wants to influence it constantly and stably, also has
to be stable – and this is not possible if the sealing of the information is not assured. Therefore, even the
“best” products lose their effect within a few years. That brings us back to the most important difference
between Rostock products and others: the sealing and thereby the stabile shelf-life of the products. This
sealing cannot be carried out with technical devices. Special mental powers are required for this with
which Nicola Wohlgemuth has been imbuing her products for decades.
There are several possibilities available for informing water – from the simple to the creative!
1) Indi Wel Badge (stainless steel) Easiest and fastest method! Besides a standard badge that fits everywhere it is
always possible to save special information matching the individual needs (family-house, greenhouse, garden, office,
business-building, stable, School etc.)
2.) Mix and Match with vials: over 400 essences open up to endless possibilities for you to specify a combination.
washing-machine or water pump, nursery garden or pool. After chosen the vials fix them where you want to.
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• Lots of energy and power for agriculture and the garden in reliable Rostock quality!
Because people have forgotten how to live in harmony with nature, Rostock-Country and Rostock-Garden help to
compensate. Harmony of life energies means a lot of strength and health, happiness and prosperity for nature, its
creatures as well as for humans.
• Rostock Country and Rostock Garden are meant to help in several ways to restore the healthy relationship between
humans, animals, plants, water, air and earth.
• Healthy, highly resistant seeds and plants, pest repellents, richer yield, (re) establishment of an optimum genotype,
the best compatibility for our digestive system are just a few of the goals of the work with these products. Many years
of observations, tests, interviews with farmers, gardeners, etc. and the learning and experiences gained from them,
are now an integral part of these products.
All products of the company Rostock-Essences, which include the products of the series Rostock-Country and Rostock
Garden, are frequency-preparations and not pesticides in the traditional sense which would require official approval.
Products
• Floor Cleaning & structural optimization (energy reconstruction for optimal soil conditions)
• Game browsing (makes the plant unattractive as food)
• Weeds / crops (change energy distribution)
• Insects (protection / support in case of infestation)
• Fungi & Bacteria (protection / regeneration assistance)
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• Power Up for seeds, seedlings, weak plants (only in 15ml bottle)
• Activators (bring a crop pure power)
Power-up activates the immune strength of the plant when it is just seed and
can (should) therefore be used in addition to using conventional preparations to
strengthen the plant.
Low price and exceptionally high yield makes these products easily accessible.
500ml diluted to 200L of water can inform an area of approximately 1ha.
• You can find more information on our website and in the book (anthology „Enjoy
Your Life in Health and Happiness“)
• Despite all the support that these products offer, it should not be forgotten that the basic work is always in keeping
WITH THE MEANING of balanced nature.

Technical and scientific monitoring
Since the beginning of 1992, D.I. Dr. Noemi Kempe, supervisor of the
Ludwig-Boltzmann research establishment of biosensoric, has been
working with the Rostock-Essences. Not only is she critically testing
and using it, she brought the Rostock-Essences to scientists, doctors
and therapists to extend the testing and proofing.
Since 2004, research results and work successes with the Rostock-Essences have been presented at professional conferences to make clear that the „medicine of the future“ has already become the „medicine of the present“.
“I have been using these essences since their first moment every day
at my work. Again and again I get surprised by their force and effect.
An interesting feature of these products is their special integrity, these essences can be used with any kind of therapy,
no matter if traditional medical methods, homoeopathy, bioresonance, traditional Chinese medicine, light therapy or
even spiritual healing methods. People, that would like to take on responsibility for their own health, will find a big help
in the Rostock-Essences.”, N. Kempe, 30. January 2008,
“As a person in the holistic medical profession I use many complementary methods besides the scientific base. The
Rostock-Essencens with their astonishing healing power belong to those methods, too.
Not until I met Mrs. Nicola Wohlgemuth personally, I found a way to take care of patients intensively as a doctor and
energetic healer at the same time. Always, it is a special experience for therapist and client to find out and watch the
entire depth of these essences in their application; in particulary because I use other energetic products as well and
the comparison always proves my instinct.
It is a particular concern for me to aver that a patient never got harmed by Rostock-Essences and that this whole
complex effectiveness could be confirmed by many specialists like for example homoeopaths, Bachflower-therapists,
holopaths and others.” Dr. med Anton Schendl (2013), passage from the foreword of the book about the RostockEssences (2014)
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Solid Sol Therapy Centre,
natourpathic and resonance therapy - holistic approach to medicine
At the Solid Sol Therapy Center you will receive assistance from holistic medicine. Our goal is to help you to activate
your own self-healing powers again to achieve a healthy and balanced state.
The Energetic Light Work is a treatment that is performed mainly on the energetic level, but it acts very quickly on the
remaining layers, and thereby brings discordant states back into balance. To bring body - soul - spirit and the energy
field back into harmony, one works on the acupuncture meridians (Traditional Chinese Medicine), and the chakras
(Indian teachings). Each meridian (energy path) is associated with an organ, dental, muscle, skin area etc. Each
meridian is also „responsible“ for emotions and keeps them in balance. If there are any blockages in the energy flow,
it becomes difficult to react appropriately emotionally to the situation. If the energy flows of several meridians are disrupted, this usually also has a very fast physical effect. If these energies are brought back into balance, the physical
symptoms are also quickly relieved or solved.

Imedis

Another possibility or intensification of energetic light work is
the work with the resonance apparatus IMEDIS. The name is
an acronym for „Intelligent Medical System“.
The background to resonance therapy:
The organism and its functioning parts send weak electromagnetic waves (physiological vibrations) within a very wide spectral range. This spectral range extends from ultra-long waves to
vibrations of light (biophotons). In an ideal state these physiological vibrations cause us to feel in harmony - physically,
mentally, emotionally and energetically. Through external influences (work, stress, pollution, etc.), these oscillations
can become irritated. If the body is no longer able to harmonize these irritated vibrations, blockages and disease can
result.
However, this can be corrected.
Since the ideal vibrations are stored in the Imedis device, the discordant states can be converted back into harmony
by the body. Since all of the condition levels of a living being (body, soul, spirit, morphogenetic field) are inseparable,
all areas can be compensated in this way.
• The Imedis device offers significantly more possibilities than conventional Bioresonance therapy
* There are not only a much larger number of stored frequencies, but also more types of therapies: endo- and exogenous bioresonance **, electro-acupuncture or magnetic resonances.
* All treatments are completely painless, but you can feel them very clearly in the form of tingling, pulling, heat or cold.
Fatigue during the therapy indicates a very good response and receptivity of the body.
* The conventional BRT is an endogenous BRT. Here, one’s own vibrations are passed to the unit via conductive
plates where they are then „ordered“, „settled“ and „cleaned“ and returned to the body.
** The exogenous BRT brings selected frequencies into our system that we have stored in the Imedis device or
through actual preparations. You thereby not only strengthen the healthy frequencies in the body, so that the organs
adapt to this frequency, but you can also delete old, polluting frequencies and therefore release the stress that these
old has frequencies have caused in the body.
• With Imedis some special treatments can be performed that are otherwise restricted. These include the treatment
of addictions of any kind; parasite infestation: worms, fungi, bacteria and other single cell organisms (extremely successful in Borrelia, herpes, chlamydia!), infertility and much more.
• The conventional, standard medical therapy is made much more efficient through the use of IMEDIS and the negative side effects are reduced. In many countries of the world Imedis devices can be found in hospitals, pharmacies and
medical practices. Originally, this frequency medicine was developed for the space program, since it is not possible to
simply „send“ drugs when they are needed. Imedis is therefore a high-tech medical device!
• Another possibility is the Imedis device for producing globules: globules can serve as a quasi blank disc on which
you can store data (frequencies).
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• At the Solid Sol therapy center, the Imedis device and the special abilities of Nicola Wohlgemuth can now be combined to create a unique form of resonance therapy. In combination with the Rostock-Essences, globules, badges and
selected preparations which may be recommended, the client is offered a wide array of comprehensive care resulting
in long-term and outstanding success. A treatment takes about 1.5 hours, by appointment only.
Resonance Therapy
Working with frequencies has existed for many decades. Especially in the area of
bioresonance therapy, basic scientific research is extremely advanced worldwide
and has been progressing in rapidly advancing knowledge (literature under imedis.
ru/de).
Although the subject of frequencies is recognized by physics in the area of quantum physics and in chemistry as „sound science“, the resistance of the classic,
originally „Preparations-based“ medicine is great, even though no one doubts the
value of conventional medicine. The fantastic successes with Imedis speak for
themselves – both as an accompaniment to conventional forms of therapy, as well
as in prevention and acute treatment.
Allow me to illustrate with a simple example:
In the past, the existence of electricity, portable telephones, computers for „everyone“ or microwaves to heat a meal were simply dismissed as fantasies although today it is impossible to imagine life without these things. This, in principle, only proves
that scientific thinkers are only appreciated when the broad masses have caught up
and technical developments have matured enough to make the visionary’s theories
verifiable. And even then, it may take decades for them to be accepted or recognized worldwide. The researchers who developed the Imedis device are familiar
with this fate, because they are hardly recognized particularly in Western countries.
SKYPE-APPOINTMENTS: Help & therapy around the world: Skype-Calls are a true gift for my work and my clients all over our planet. If you have a skype account or access to one we can have our personal appointment although
being at different places. If wanted the therapy will be permanently sent over 3x24hs, with adjustments in the meantime. Skype address: wohlgemuth-nicola
For new clients: Send an inquiary to my address, so I can add you to my contacts. After that an appointment can be
set.

Solid Sol Academy
– the well known

Academy for Energetic Work
Established in 1994, with the aim of showing people a way that knowledge and skills can be taught in conjunction
with each other. In this approach to teaching, not only are spiritual, esoteric or magical knowledge and their application communicated, but, more importantly, the basics of the vibration theory, holistic medicine, anatomy, color theory,
physics, herbalism, Gemology, etc. is transferred as well. As an approved training center for energy work / frequency
therapy, this school combines an academic foundation with interdisciplinary-scientific views which is the starting point
for aligning and adapting better to the beginning of a new era to.
A main concern of the teaching is to provide a clear and stable foundation in the form of knowledge, skill and control, combined with ethical and moral foundation structures for living together which are of fundamental importance
in this new era. The selection of over 40 seminars is continually adapted and expanded to meet new requirements
and needs. Several lecturers and guest lecturers enrich the Academy. Extensive seminar materials facilitate learning
and comprehension outside of the course. This is for anyone who wants to continue their education, recognize their
powers and activate them in a controlled way and learn how to forge their own happiness independent of external circumstances. There are also various courses designed for people with problems to learn to help themselves to activate
their self-healing powers and significantly improve their quality of life.
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Then there are courses for people who do not know how to deal properly with their more or less pronounced skills,
but who would like to use, develop and monitor them. And naturally, all courses are intended to help and educate
physicians, pharmacists, therapists, counselors, coaches, etc. and to expand their range and their horizons, while
remaining on solid ground so that they can go their own way successfully and full of joy.

A bit of Academy philosophy:

• Only when the fundamental knowledge is available, can you absorb, understand and use the advanced material
that it is built upon! Therefore, there are some courses which are a prerequisite for the basic block (hence the name!)
• The Magic Afternoon, free afternoon to get a picture of the Academy and the teachers! Every autumn (September)
anyone who is interested has the possibility to get an overview of the company‘s philosophy, the course content and
get to know the course teachers personally. This should give you an idea if an offer, the people, and ideas appeal to
you or not. If you cannot find a connection with a person, it is difficult to learn something from them.
• The seminars are designed so that after the end of the seminar you will actually be capable of working with the material - there are no „impractical“ courses!
• To teach people to cope with the demands of the new era to come require not only adaption of existing seminar contents. New courses are being created continuously to meet new demands.
• Individuality, personality development and free will are paramount, which is why there are no contracts or obligations
of any kind. Our quality speaks for itself, and has been doing so for over 20 years!
• Education should cost something - but not be a burden. The costs for the courses have been set very low quite deliberately - because education - especially in this area - should not be financially oriented, but talent oriented.
• Seminars pay once - visit as often as you like! Each person can only absorb a certain amount of new knowledge.
Because you will learn so many new things in the courses, you may miss or simply not understand everything. Therefore, each student can attend the same seminars as often as they want but only pay the course fee once and can visit
as often they like as long as they participate!
• Regular, several hour long practice sessions are held in the afternoons to answer questions and clear up uncertainties. This, too, at very low cost!
• Tests - for your own safety! Tests on most seminar contents can be
taken on a voluntary basis - they are designed to show your knowledge and skills - and boost self-confidence tremendously!
• The course program is merely a buffet for many different tastes - it
is not meant for you to complete all the courses, so there is no order
in which they have to be taken - but there is a division into 3 different
levels as a guide.
• Seminars that do not appear in the annual plan will be held if there
is a sufficient number of interested persons.
• The aim of the Solid Sol Academy is not only to train critical thinking, self-responsible and forward-thinking people, but to also see to it that they are free, joyous and successful
personalities. So you will find no whispering gurus, but rather a humorous teacher, who embraces life and no adoring
sheep, but aspiring individuals!
• The goal is not to find followers, but supporters who recognize the value of an honorable and light-filled work and who
want to live it. Self-responsibility, earthiness and individuality are particularly important here.
• All seminar topics, dates and prices are of course available online on our website www.Rostock-Essenzen.com.
• You will also find information on seminars or trainings that may have been added after printing this brochure. Take a
look once in a while - it‘s worth it!
• If you have any further questions, our staff are happy to provide advice and assistance or simply visit the „magic
afternoon“ to get to know us better.

Magic Afternoon - an introduction
We are in the era of energy and upheavals. Changes are happening suddenly and often surprise us in everyday life.
We are becoming more sensitive and empathetic. Suddenly we can no longer stand crowds and electronic smog at
work or in stores is unbearable...
In the hours of the „magic afternoon“ we would like to introduce and explain the different paths of the Rostock Acade-
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my what is markedly changing now and in the coming years and what the impacts will be on us personally and how
you can respond instantly. The Rostock Academy has taken on the task of showing you how you can deal with all the
changing situations and energy flows. We have developed seminars of different lengths and compiled techniques that
will help you get your life back fully under control - whether at work or in private life.
• Since the courses offered by the Rostock Academy are very extensive, we would like to offer you the option during
this „magic afternoon“ to seek personal advice on which courses are perfectly suitable for you and your needs. In
any case, there is a wealth of advice for the present and the future that you can apply immediately in everyday life
everywhere.

The right foundation - the basic block
• In order to provide truly high-quality work, it is essential
to acquire well-grounded knowledge and skills.
• The basic training includes the knowledge concerning
the laws of energy work, how to isolate and protect yourself and how to free yourself from foreign energies if necessary.
• The prerequisites are also taught which are necessary
for both energetic work, as well as holistic remedies.
The topics in the basic block are:
Aura and Energy Work
In this first and introductory section you will learn about the basis of the entire field of energy work. What is an aura,
what does it look like, what kind of disturbances can there be. What is energy work and what is the difference between
energy work and energetic light work, what is a working channel, how is it used and much more.
The acupuncture meridians and the associated emotions
The meridians are energy pathways in the body through which our life energy flows. In this part you will learn what
exactly the role of acupuncture meridians is and how to work with the associated emotions. You will learn the basics
of energy work. How you can balance yourself. How do you get back into harmony? And how to cope with emotions
that suddenly appear and block us or knock us off balance. The meridians are the lowest level of energy work. They
are most closely associated with the body and have a profound impact on the physical level. (Rage, anger, hatred,
fear, panic, frustration, lack of self-worth and much more). You will learn how to process these problems and to solve
them - if you really work with it consistently.
The Chakras
The chakras - energy centers of the body. What they are, where they are,
what tasks these centers have, how they work and how they cleanse,
strengthen and balance, will be learned in this part. The twelve major chakras will be worked on. Here again, it is possible to bring yourself into balance. You will learn through practical work on yourself and others. Now, in
the Age of Aquarius, we are going through a very interesting development
process. What we formerly considered „supernatural“ and „paranormal“, we
often experience in ourselves. Ancient energy centers have become active
again and their effects should be integrated into our everyday lives.

Dowsing rod, pendulum & similar
The divining rod, the „magic tool“ of all time, has been rediscovered and often used. For three days we will have with
different points of emphasis:
Day 1: Introduction and Background, quality and protection
Rods and pendulums have always been use to search for water and even valuable ores. Many have had and continue
to have success, while many do not. Here you will find out why this is so, how these tools work and what the prerequisites are for using them correctly. What quality standards you should expect from a rod or a pendulum and the type of
work? The flow of information must be known and controllable, so you cannot get hurt. What sources of interference
(geopathic stress) are there and where can you find them?
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Day 2 + 3: Calibration and training plus practical work with the rod, treatment structure
A hand tool must be calibrated and adjusted to the person working with it. If this does not happen, you will never be
able to really rely on the answers 100%. Because letting energy flow only through the rod is not difficult. After the rods
have been specially programmed this calibration must be practically implemented and practiced. You will notice that
this is very, very difficult because you will be directing the energy flows exclusively through the working channel for
the first time.
• For therapeutic treatment, the previously acquired knowledge has to be put into practice. The order of the questions
will be explained and practiced and deviations and additional factors will be implemented to provide personal customization. This will enable you to begin your work in the shortest amount of time with the actual energy work.
• Existing sensitivity and knowledge of the backgrounds and practices do not mean the same thing as combining the
skill with the knowledge. Treatment structure, ethical dealings and your own individual way of working will also be
taught. There are many rods courses available, but at the Solid Sol Academy you will how to put this knowledge into
practice. Blocks alternate: Practice / Theory Prerequisite: basic block

Rostock-Essences Intensive Courses
In addition to therapists, pharmacists, physicians and Rostock-Essences dealers, these courses are also intended
to introduce anyone who is interested to the many features and nearly unlimited application possibilities of RostockEssences and gain experience with them. The Rostock-Essences – what differentiates them from other essences?
What makes them so unique? When should you use them and how do you find out what essence is appropriate for
a current problem? How should you work when a problem is in the past? Since the Rostock-Essences are not only
available in the 10ml stock bottles, but also in the 2ml vials, many new will also be discussed.
• This seminar helps dealers and distributors to provide the best assistance and service to their customers and other
interested parties. Since we are committed to ensuring that therapists, physicians and distributors work together, these seminars often result in very interesting contacts.
• In three block courses, all Rostock-Essences & products will discussed be individually. Therefore, these courses
are among the most demanding seminars at the Academy! We recommend the basic block for better understanding,
because with this knowledge a lot will become self-explanatory and the interrelationships with the essences will be
clearly visible.
• Block 1 (Code: K34):
Introduction to working with essences; Backgrounds from scientific, medical and naturopathic perspectives. In the
discussion of individual essences, experiences and recommendations will be shared and problematic issues that are
provided by students may be discussed.
Day 1: Background, introduction; Producing work blends from stock bottles or vials; Mixtures (M)
Day 2: Special mixtures (SOM); Chakra Essences (C)
Day 3: Badges & Co
• Block 2 (Code: K35)
In this block the essences are discussed individually and experiences may be included.
Day 1: individual stones set 1 (E1)
Day 2: Tree Essences (B), Ayurvedic essences (Ayu)
Day 3: Light Master (LM), planets (P)
• Block 3 (Code: K36)
Let’s continue - the latest sorcery new scientific results & much more.
Day 1: individual stones set 2 (E2)
Day 2: single stones set 3 (E3), medicinal plants (HP), Rostock Globules
Day 3: Lanthanides (LAN), actinides (ACT), metals (MET) Brief introduction to Rostock Garden, Rostock Country. The
order can, if required be changed or adapted for specific groups of participants.
• Rostock-Essences Update Day
The offer is continuously expanded - at regular intervals and a day is therefore offered so that all the news that has
not yet found a place in any of the courses can be presented.
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• Pharmacies, therapy centers, companies:
Do you want to use the Rostock-Essences, but cannot send your employees to the courses? Well, then, we will bring
the courses to you! Completely individually assembled and adjusted to YOUR needs and wishes! We know how valuable time well spent is and we therefore strive to work together individually. Simply register with us- we will find the
perfect content and dates!
Attending the basic block is a prerequisite for most courses.
Current course dates, prices and detailed course descriptions and much more can be found online at www.RostockEssenzen.com

Life-Forge & Life-Forge Success
Who I am, where do I belong, am I living life so that my heart is laughing or am I just fighting my way through? Am I
satisfied or happy? What doesn’t really fit? What bothers me in my daily life, my profession, my relationship? My job
is annoying me, my partner, my home, I need more money, more leisure and more friends. Also, I finally want to be
happy and satisfied...
This day is to show you that you not only have to fight against fate but have it much better. You CAN forge your own
happiness, your destiny, and of course your life. If you are one of those people who no longer just want to complain,
but do something actively, then this is the right place to be. Some of you are convinced that you already know about
and can do all of the things we will do here on this day. And guess what? I think so too! But the fact is that hardly anyone can just sit at home and do it himself. Some of you may have forgotten how to even recognize your own desires,
needs, and goals and let them come up from the heart. And so I want to show you how this work functions. One day
is for planning our future and then we jump into the implementation. And once again, life is vibrant and full of music simply worth living.
Bring along your courage and put your life into your own hands. Often, people do not even know what they are truly
capable of and they all have the right to be HAPPY - in their relationships, in their jobs and in everyday life.
Life-Forge Success: plans, strategies and objectives want to be implemented and realized. Where to start, how to
apply them effectively? Who and what can help? Who can I ask ... HOW DO I DO IT? - Practical implementation of the
considerations of the „Life-Forge“ plans. Duration of the training course: 1 day, can be extended on request

Courses for children:
At our children’s courses, our aim is only about giving children explanations, background knowledge and help to better
cope in a time of great change and innovation so that they are better protected. In no case are children trained with us
as „therapists“ or „healers“, connected with energly flows, initiated or anything of the kind!

Course title
• Magic Afternoon – Free meeting
• Basic block - The right foundation
• Dowsing pendulum and Co / Calibration and training,
alternating with topic: Treatment structure, questions etc.
• Colors
• Energetic fit in everyday life (EDU-K)
• Anatomy 1: Muscles, bones, nerves
• Anatomy 2: Organs
• Important points of acupuncture
• Kinesiological muscle testing
• Familiar types of massage
• Basic terms of the basic massage techniques
• Automatic writing (Channeling)
• Herbs, shrubs, trees (various guest lecturers)
• The lines of the hand / Scientific Palmistry
• Druid Magic

• Rostock-Essences Intensive Course 1
• Rostock-Essences Intensive Course 2
• Rostock-Essences Intensive Course 3
• Rostock-Essences Update Day
• From sorcerer‘s apprentice to journeyman
• Life-Forge
• Life-Forge Success, actions implemented
• Magical Diet - Connection between Food and Health,
Diseases (Allergies, Lyme and intestinal parasites, BloodGroups etc.) and Water
• KiKu Energy & Magic for Kids & Teens
• Creating magic with Emeles
• Paint course - paint your own protective sphere
• Energy work on animals
• Regular practice days (about 4 hours)
there is much more - find it out, get in contact with us!
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The Gallery Wohlgemuth because beauty should delight your eyes! (Gallery motto)
The Gallery Wohlgemuth is something different. It is not just a gallery, but a philosophy in
virtual and real space.
• Conveying beauty: As the first and only gallery we follow this motto at the openings, through
the ambience and at events. The goal is simply to show beauty.
• First Steps: The prices also allow unknown and emerging artists who have joy in their work,
to present themselves in a beautiful environment.
• Joy, not trauma-processing be in the pictures. The exhibitions are always appropriate for
children, and will not scare, unsettle or confront them. Not suffering, illness, grief, war or darkness, but colors, life, joy, light and beauty are shown - Marvel at special moments. Because
beauty and joy should grace our hearts, walls and our environment.
• Success to the artists: The artists only rent the exhibition space. There are no sales commissions! Daily, fixed opening times and free admission.
• Regular events (lectures, seminars, etc.) in the gallery rooms ensure a wonderful atmosphere for all types of audiences.
• „Meeting point Gallery“: A place where you are welcome and can charge your batteries.
Because the beauty of the images also revitalizes the heart and soul.
• For the artists of tomorrow: Children and teenagers are the artists forming the future. The
Gallery Wohlgemuth is the best place to encounter art for the first time.
YOUNG ART PROJECT
There are unfortunately artistically incredibly talented young people who „perish“ in our system. For one thing, arts funding in adolescence demands an exceptional talent requires
and also, because teachers and parents neither want nor can deal with the organization of
an exhibition or can. To promote young artists is a wonderful thing, especially because it is
important more than ever to support talent. Living from one’s own art may not be the immediate goal of life, but perhaps promoting creativity is even more important - because our brain
needs tasks from different areas in order to function optimally.
Important is the appreciation and respect for talent and skill – also as a support for the self-worth, perhaps even as
an incentive and motivator to be successful in a future profession. It is important that this project is provided at no
additional cost to the families of adolescents. All of the administrative work is carried out entirely by the company Solid
Sol HGmbH (Of course we’re always grateful for volunteers!). For the expenses of the gallery (space for 6 weeks exhibition, printing & posting of invitations / project documents etc., buffet for the vernissage), a total of about CAD 3000
is calculated and third-party assistance is needed from you because you are excited about this project and convinced
and understand the value of this project. If you like the idea, then become a sponsor - any amount is welcome!
Let young people‘s inner beauty shine - in their art, their hearts, their eyes - Every donation is very welcomed!
IBAN (Can. Clearing Code) AT07 1200 0515 4289 8001
Password: Sponsoring Young Art Project

SWIFT/BIC BKAUATWW

The Wohlgemuth gallery, however, is not always at the same place but it can always be found on the Internet. Gallery
owners and anyone who has an appropriate showroom is cordially invited to join the Gallery-Wohlgemuth idea!
office@galeriewohlgemuth.com
www.GalerieWohlgemuth.com
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Personal Nicola Wohlgemuth
As versatile as the Rostock-Essences & Products are, so also is their manufacturer, Nicola Wohlgemuth. We can find
many colors, forms and nuances in the life of this particular Austrian. Equipped with a broader spectrum of different
talents and abilities than other people, it was clear early on that her life would be clearly distinguished from the „ordinary“. The closeness to the sun and water is reflected today in all her works. The characteristics of a born „Gemini“
continually bring new ideas and realization into her life. From a young age it was her desire to delight her environment
with a laugh or simply by bringing something „good“ to make life more livable. True to the motto: There are so many
adversities and trials in life, there can never be enough light and beautiful energy. Her goal is to create an explicable
connection between her skills and science, which she approaches through a study of nature, many lectures in the field
of medicine, quantum physics, genetics etc. She has also sought out teachers to train and control her mental powers
and other special talents. She has acquired the knowledge of Traditional Chinese Medicine, the teaching of Indian
chakra, Native American traditions and healing methods. Learning the diverse types of massage trained her link between knowledge and its manual application. Courses in Australia, Nicaragua, Canada, and many places in Europe,
have brought her together not only with ancient knowledge and diverse doctrines, she has also learned through many
borderline situations and dangerous adventures to put her confidence in her primal instincts and her own intuition.
As a result, the doors were opened further to the subtle levels. In her therapeutic work she has convinced people with
her ability to accurately perceive the causes of blockages and therefore tailor the therapy to be particularly effective.
With the production of the Rostock-Essences in the Styrian mountains, she has sets a milestone in holistic medicine
(medicine of the future). Ms. Wohlgemuth has been transferring her knowledge and experience for many years in
seminars (since 1995). Considering the badges and pendants she has developed it is already clear that there are
probably many more ways to apply her exceptional properties for the benefit and health of humans and all other living
beings. With the series Rostock–Garden and Rostock–Country, she has been able to develop her long-term desire
to present a gift to the planet. She sees herself as a stable link between the earth, the conventional, the familiar, the
new and the unknown. Scientists, researchers, doctors and therapists have learned to appreciate her work, versatility,
her bright mind as have medicine men and women of indigenous peoples, herbalists or organic farmers as well. What
nearly everyone realizes when talking to her is her deep and honest respect for all living beings, life itself and the
planet on which we live.
In 2013, she founded the Solid Sol Inc. in Ontario, Canada, so that she could offer her products and therapies there as
well, hoping to find people who will work with her together creating a new way of healthy living in light, joy and success.

How to become an independent dealer
If you are interested in our products and want to offer them to your customers, clients, patients,
friends - we would be glad to advise you and take your orders!
In view of our enormous diversity we promise to find the best selection for your very store, therapy
centre, office, business. Feel free to contact us and we are happy to help you!
Terms and condidions will be sent to you via email if
requested.
We can make a special selection for every kind of business!
contact: info@rostock-essenzen.com
in english or german
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Since 1994 the rostock-essences capture with
pioneering qualities the holistic medical market.
The young Austrian woman behind is well known
by experts as an extraordinary person because
of her special talents that makes it possible to
produce energized products in a totally new way.
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Austria (Headquarter)
rostockessenzen
Riesstrasse 406
A-8010 Graz - Kainbach
Fon: 0043 (0)316 303025
Mobil: 0043 (0)664 1884614
Fax: 0043 (0)316 301720
email: info@rostock-essenzen.com
email: bestellung@rostock-essenzen.com

Academy for energetic lightwork
www. Solid-Sol.com or
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